
The following are questions that WC-FLAG wishes Warwick Crest Limited to ascertain answers 

from MetroPM.

Background:

MetroPM has been the managing agent for WCL and Matthew Arnold of MetroPM has been 

Company Secretary for WCL since 2009.

Grenfell tragedy occurred in June 2017 due to defective cladding which was combustible.

Questions:

• After Grenfell tragedy in June 2017, did MetroPM understand that Warwick Crest was 

also a high-rise residential building and hence very important to keep their eyes open 

and ears to the ground for advice from the government?

• In July 2017 the government wrote to building owners to submit specimens of cladding 

to BRE for free testing to establish whether they were ACM. What advice did MetroPM 

give to WCL on this subject? Were samples sent for testing? Why are samples being sent 

now, 4 years later?

• In April 2018 - from those building owners who submitted samples, 317 were found to 

contain dangerous cladding. Was WC one of them?

• In October 2018 Government Advice note 19 asked building owners to check spandrels 

and infill panels and get them tested for ACM. What advice did MetroPM give WCL on 

this issue? Were spandrels and infills tested in October 2018?

• Also in 2018, the government asked local authorities to find any high rise building with 

ACM cladding. Birmingham City Council found 3 private buildings with ACM cladding. 

Was WC one of those 3? What advice did MetroPM give to WCL or Birmingham City 

Council regarding cladding n WC

• In July 2019 the government opened a fund to remediate ACM cladding in the Private 

sector. This fund closed December 2019. What advice or knowledge of this fund did 

MetroPM give to WCL?

• In December 2019, RICS, started the EWS1 idea. Was MetroPM aware that EWS1 had no 

legal status and had nothing to do with funding of cladding? If they did not, why not and 

if they did then why did they use the EWS1 excuse not to apply for the Non-ACM BSF 

funding in June/July 2020?

• In June 2020 the government opened the non-ACM funding. What advice did MetroPM 

give to WCL regarding the funding? Why was the only subject discussed in June/ July 

2020, the EWS1? Why was the missing of the fund deadlines blamed on not having an 

EWS1 form?

• In November 2020 an EWS report was commissioned and it was found that WC did have 

cladding. The cladding was in the spandrels and infills and the cladding was ACM! Did 



that come as a shock to MetroPM? They had missed the free testing offered in July 2017, 

the Government advice note 19 in October 2018 and the Fund for ACM remediation 

ending in December 2019? Does this boil down to professional negligence?

• Can MetroPM justify the 'hard work' being done now to jump back on to the ACM fund 

without apologising for all the government advice missed or ignored?

• On MetroPM website there are news articles talking about funding for cladding from the 

government and in your article dated 8 June 2021 you state that “no leaseholder with 

properties above 18m will pay a penny”. Why then, just 15 days later on 23 June 2021, 

did you tell WC leaseholders they each will need to pay up to £15000 each? What has 

MetroPM got to say about why WC leaseholders must pay £15k each when the 

government has said consistently, and MetroPM on it's own website also states, that 

leaseholders will not be charged?

These are just preliminary questions. WC-FLAG will need many more questions to be answered in 

due course.

We would appreciate precise and written answers from MetroPM as soon as possible before we 

come to a conclusion of what actually happened over the last 4 years.

We look for immediate responses.

WC-FLAG


